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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

Schools Forum
Minutes

Tuesday 27 March 2018
Representing Name Organisation Attendance
Primary Schools 5 Members
Primary Head Claire Fletcher (CF) St Paul’s CE Primary School Present
Primary Head Wayne Leeming (WL)

Julie James (JJ)
Melcombe Primary School
Wormholt Primary – In place of WL

Apologies
Present  

Primary Head Kathleen Williams (KW) Holy Cross RC Primary School Present
Primary Governor Daisy Armstrong (DA) Avonmore Primary School Apologies
Primary Governor Sharon Robinson (SR) John Betts Primary School Present
Secondary schools 1 Member
Secondary Head Vacancy
Academies 5 members
Secondary Non 
Recoupment Academy 
Principal

Gary Kynaston (GK) Hammersmith Academy Present

Secondary Recoupment 
Academy Head

Vacancy

Secondary Recoupment 
Academy 

Vacancy

Secondary Recoupment 
Academy (Observer)

Peter Haylock (PH) Fulham College Trust Present

Primary Academy Vacancy
Maintained Nursery 
Schools

1 member

Nursery Head Michelle Barratt (MB) Vanessa/Randolph Beresford Early 
Years Centre School

Present

Special Schools 1 member
Special Schools Head Francesca Smith (FS) Jack Tizard Apologies
Alternative Provision 1 member
Alternative Provision Rep Nathan Crawley-Lyons 

(NCL)
TBAP Absent 

Early Years (PVI) 1 member
Jane Gleasure (JG) Little People Apologies

14-19 Representative 1 member
Vacant

School Business Manager 2 observers
Primary (Maintained) Giles Finnemore(GF) Brackenbury Primary School Present
Secondary (Academy) Tim Scott (TS) Fulham College Trust Present
Trade Union 1 observer

Katie Brown (KB) NUT Apologies

Officers in Attendance
Director of Family Services Steve Miley (SM) Family Services Present 
Assistant Director Education Jan Parnell (JP) Children’s Services Present
Finance Planning Lead Tony Burton (TB) HCF Finance Team Education and 

PSR
Present

Finance Team Lize Ferreira (LF) HCF Finance Team Education and 
PSR

Present

Observers
Procurator Robert Jones (RJ) The London Oratory School Present
Invitee Dave Macnamara (DM) Independent Consultant Present
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Clerk Jackie Saddington (JS) Tri Borough Children’s Services Present

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Daisy Donovan, Wayne Leeming, Jane Gleasure and Francesca Smith had 
sent their apologies. 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

There were no declarations of interest. 

3. MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

JP agreed to follow up on vacancies.

RESOLVED: JP to arrange for vacancies to be filled. 

4. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETINGS AND MATTERS ARISING

The minutes of the previous meetings held on 10 January 2018 and 17 
January 2018 were confirmed as a correct record of the meeting. 

         
     RESOLVED: To approve the minutes of the meetings held on 10 January  
                           2018 and 17 January 2018. 

5.        EARLY YEARS BUDGET 18/19

Members were informed by LF that in 2017/2018 the budget was based on 
data from the January census. An Education contingency was included to 
underwrite historic 2016/2017 budgets for existing full-time provision. 

The LA set a base rate of £5.95 for both the universal and additional 15-hour 
entitlements. A decision was made to fund deprivation, based on IDACI data, 
at a rate of £1.40 per hour. The PVI and independent sector is financed 
differently.  

The ESFA has issued guidance for LA’s and 95% of funding must be 
passported to providers – up from 93% the previous year. The LA should 
ensure that all providers receive the same base rate and that the base rate 
makes up at least 90% of the funding they receive. The LA must not channel 
more than 10% of their funding for three and four-year olds to providers 
through funding supplements. Deprivation is a mandatory supplement. 

For 2018/2019 an SEN Inclusion Fund for three and four-year-olds must be 
provided. This comprises of £300k. 

The proposal is to provide support for PVI’s and underwrite the cost of 
existing full-time provision for maintained nurseries and schools, including 
academies, at current budget levels. Modelling shows the hourly rate should 
be increased to £6.10 per hour. This is supported by Cllr Macmillan. 
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DM informed members the first-year position of the LA was justified based on 
the rules in place at the time. In the second year the ESFA tightened up on 
the rules and the model had to change. 

GK entered the meeting at 2.15pm.

DM reminded members there is a threat to the viability of maintained school 
nurseries, although full time places can be funded for this year. He informed 
members that there was a need to lobby the DfE for more flexibility, 
consideration of historic issues and for the summer term to be maintained on 
the current basis. 

The Chair asked if it was possible for modelling to be provided. He was 
informed that the guidance for 2019/2020 was not expected to be published 
until June 2018. 

JJ pointed out to members that the quality supplement was crucial for Primary 
Schools.

MB expressed concern if funds and staff hours may have to be cut in the 
summer term, this would mean making staff redundant for one term. 
Nurseries were very concerned that they would be disadvantaged. DM 
explained the ESFA had been informed and LA’s were seeking assurances 
that commitments will be honoured. 

The Chair said it was important that modelling was made available. LF agreed 
and said there was a working model in place but the LA was waiting for 
guidance from the DfE and would then make adjustments where necessary. 
TB assured members Headteachers would be consulted when the LA had 
received the guidance. 

LF explained that the model assumes there will be £50k available for growth 
but there would be no headroom so it was important to be accurate. She said 
the LA was also looking at SEN inclusion funding, but it was important that 
further pressure was not put on the DSG.

CF asked how the other LA’s were managing the situation. She said they had 
stopped providing full time places and schools were paid according to 
numbers participating. CF asked if there would be a transition and was 
informed there would not be any transition.    

RESOLVED: Finance team to provide a written update to the next 
meeting in June

6.      FINAL APT SCHOOLS BUDGET SHARE ALLOCATIONS 2018/2019

LF highlighted that the ESFA had agreed a technical adjustment in the APT to 
address the historic overallocation of funding to BDA, where primary places 
continue to be funded at secondary AWPU rates. This effectively re-states the 
2017-2018 baseline dataset and aims to correct the anomaly between 2017-
2018 and 2018-2019 only. 
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The ESFA would not agree to a technical adjustment which would have 
corrected retrospective MFG overallocation, without ministerial approval, and 
the LA is still in discussion with them on this matter. 

TS asked how this would work for academies. LF said the model would be 
adjusted as appropriate. DM pointed out the ESFA may not agree the change 
this year. As BDA grow they will receive extra funds but it may need 
Ministerial approval.  LF informed members the ESFA had been invited to the 
Schools Forum meeting but they had been unable to attend, although they 
said they were willing to meet with Headteachers. 

TB informed members that the ESFA did not approve the LA’s disapplication 
request to move more than 0.5% of funding from the School’s Block to the 
High Needs block. Therefore, it had to be adjusted down to £506k. The Chair 
asked why it had to be adjusted and was informed this was because there 
was a cap at 0.

TB referred members to the first table on Page 4 and asked if there were any 
questions. TS explained that Academies were starting to receive their budget 
allocations and he was surprised that the IDACCI deprivation element was 
being used as there were more disadvantages using this element. He said he 
was also concerned about the implications for Years 2 and 3.by using this 
factor. Whilst the DfE had taken on board a lot of Factors from LA’s he was 
concerned at the trajectory and pace of change. 

DM reminded members there had been a clear steer from the Schools Forum 
not to use FSM and FSM6. It then became clear that funds were moved from 
secondary schools to primary schools and this was stopped to move to a 
gradual change. 
 
The Chair then referred members to Table A and Annex B, highlighting the 
mandatory deprivation figures. DM explained that too much funding had gone 
into the IDACI and FSM funding streams when compared with the NFF. 

The Chair asked if there would be a lump sum for smaller schools. DM said 
there would be as primaries benefit more. 

GK expressed concern that by moving funds from secondary to primary 
schools this meant 1FE schools were being sustained to the detriment of 
other schools. He also pointed out that funds were moved away from 
deprived children to those with EAL. In addition, he questioned whether it was 
right to move so much funding from secondary schools to primary schools. 

DM pointed out some increases were due to schools expanding and an 
increase in rolls. The reputation of the IDACI is also down and therefore 
changes had to be made to the formula.  The LA had moved funds around to 
address inequalities in the formula although the LA still has to top slice to 
account for under-capacity. 
GK asked why there had been variations in the IDACI percentages. DM said if 
schools wanted a more even process it could be changed next year. GK said 
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he was concerned that it gives the impression that poor children were losing 
out. 

DM explained there was no suggestion funds had been moved from IDACI to 
EAL or from lower prior attainment to the better off. The allocations were 
based on post codes. 

TS expressed concern that some of the figures were not the same as 
provided to schools. LF explained that the ESFA take their figures from the 
APT to provide to schools. She has asked the ESFA for guidance. TS asked if 
the LA would ask academies for their funding sheet and LF confirmed they 
would. DM suggested asking the ESFA to provide the LA with their sheets. RJ 
said it was not helpful if there was no clarity on figures. 

GK raised concerns that the “squeezed middle” will be affected if there is no 
change in funding in the LA. The Forum needs to consider whether the cuts 
are sufficient or too deep as it is difficult for schools to forward plan. Decisions 
were needed urgently. 

JP said the Diocese was mindful of the viability of 1FE schools and falling 
rolls. Members also noted that West London Free School and Earls Court 
Free School receive 2 lump sums although they are situated on the same 
site. DM said the LA could make a request for disapplication. LF informed 
members this could not be done as the deadline had passed. 

MB asked if there was currently a falling birth rate and DM said there was not. 

GK asked if they were getting any closer to the NFF. DM said they were 
halfway there but there were spending pressures of 10-20%. 

RJ asked if the LA could feedback on the ESFA response. DM said it was the 
responsibility of Headteachers to feedback to the ESFA themselves. RJ 
asked if the Schools Forum could lobby the government on FSM. However, 
DM reminded members the consultation had ended in January 2018. 

RESOLVED:
i)  LA to approach the ESFA and seek clarification on funding.
ii) LA to prepare worst case scenario models for the next meeting.    
        

7. DATE AND VENUE OF THE NEXT MEETING

12 June 2018 – 2pm – Lilla Huset
18 September 2018 - 2pm – Lilla Huset
4 December 2018 – 2pm – Lilla Huset

Chair


